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Disability Discrimination - A
nurse alleged she was fired after

being diagnosed with Multiple

Sclerosis – the hospital defended

that she was let go because of her

history of rudeness to co-workers

Frick v. Lourdes Hospital, 12-153   

Plaintiff: Bryan M. Cassis, Louisville

Defense: David L. Kelly, Denton & 

Keuler, Paducah

Verdict: $249,000 for plaintiff

Court: McCracken, J. Kaltenbach, 

3-12-14

    Sara Frick worked as a nurse

starting in November of 2008 for

Mercy Health Partners Lourdes

(Lourdes) hospital in Paducah.  She

did well and received good

evaluations until her diagnosis in

September of 2009 with Multiple

Sclerosis.

    Frick alleged the hospital engaged

in a pattern of discrimination and

retaliation in an effort to force her

out.  It was all related to hostility to

her medical condition.  She cited that

she received bogus write-ups when

she refused to quit – another time a

boss told her they would find a

reason to fire her.  When she missed

shifts to treat for her MS (taking

intermittent FMLA leave), hospital

bigwigs told her she was costing the

hospital money.

    Lourdes fired Frick in September

of 2011.  It cited that she was let go

because of a poor attitude.  There

was evidence she had been rude to

another employee.  From the

perspective of Lourdes that should

have been the end of the matter.  It

flatly denied any discrimination

against Frick because she suffered

from MS.  

    In this lawsuit Frick presented a

disability discrimination count.  That

is, she was terminated because of her

MS, the hospital concocting a

deliberate scheme to mask its

discrimination.  She also alleged

retaliation, hostile environment based

on disability and the failure to

accommodate her disability.  If

prevailing at trial she could take back

pay of $124,000 and $500,000 more

for emotional distress.  Lourdes

defended and denied all counts.

    This case was tried in Paducah for

three days.  The jury found for Frick

that (1) she had a disability, (2) she

was a qualified individual, and (3)

but for her disability she would not

have been terminated.  The jury

rejected separated counts related to

retaliation, the existence of a hostile

environment and the failure to

accommodate her disability.  

    Moving to damages on the

disability discrimination count, Frick

took $24,000 in back pain.  Her

emotional distress was valued at

$225,000.  The verdict totaled

$249,000.  A consistent judgment was

entered.

    Frick moved for an award of

attorney fees.  Frick had sought

$109,000 in fees based on a $395 per

hour rate for Cassis.  Judge

Kaltenbach thought that was too

high, believing $225 an hour was

“sufficiently high.”  He entered an

order awarding her $41,757 in

attorney fees.

Medical Negligence - An oral

surgeon sued his orthopedist after

his hip replacement failed – the

doctor-plaintiff was critical of not

just his orthopedist’s technical

skill, but also his decision to use a

faulty DePuy replacement

component – interestingly the

plaintiff settled with DePuy, the

court finding its component was

defective as a matter of law

Morrow v. Nicholls, 09-2293   

Plaintiff: Michael R. Hance and 

Chandrika Srinivasan, Hance &

Srinivasan, Louisville

Defense: David S. Strite and 

Benjamin J. Weigel, O’Bryan Brown &

Toner, Louisville

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Court: Fayette, J. Ishmael, 

5-15-14

    Len Morrow made a career in

Lexington as an oral surgeon.  As his

career entered its sunset, Morrow

suffered from persistent hip pain. 

He consulted with an orthopedist,

Dr. Paul Nicholls, who

recommended a hip replacement. 

Particularly Nicholls thought that

Morrow was a good candidate for a

DePuy-manufactured ASR Hip

System.  The surgery was performed

on 1-22-07 at Central Baptist

Hospital.

    From the beginning Morrow

reported “hellacious” pain from the

replacement.  It did not improve

over the next year.  Morrow had lost

faith with Nicholls by the summer of

2008.  He sought a second opinion.

    That second opinion led him to Dr.

Norman Ellingsen, Orthopedics,

Lexington.  Ellingsen performed a

revision in July of 2008.  That

revision too failed and Ellingsen 
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revised the revision in September of

2009.

    Morrow’s hip pain persisted and

he later followed with Dr. Wayne

Paprosky, Orthopedist, Chicago, IL. 

Paprosky is considered a revision

savant and he performed a fourth

surgery in 2011.  He used Pinnacle

hardware in this revision.  Despite

the original surgery and three

revisions, Morrow’s hip has never

been the same.

    In this case there was interesting

proof about Morrow’s limitations. 

His friend, Judge Joseph Hood,

testified at trial that Morrow has

been significantly affected.  Hood

was prepared to testify he has had

two replacements and suffered no ill

effects.  The court decided that

personal experience was not

relevant.

    Morrow’s lawsuit targeted two

defendants.  The first was DePuy

which had manufactured the hip

replacement component.  He alleged

it was defective for numerous

reasons and was prone to fail. 

DePuy settled on the eve of trial.  Its

duties remained in issue for trial . . .

sort of . . . Judge Ishmael ruling as a

matter of law that the DePuy

component was defective.  

    The sole defendant at trial was

Nicholls.  Morrow blamed him first

for his technical performance of the

procedure.  His more nuanced

theory alleged error by Nicholls in

using the DePuy component in the

first place instead of the Pinnacle

replacement.  Morrow argued it was

a consent issue as Nicholls (who was

relatively inexperienced with

DePuy), should have offered

Morrow the Pinnacle component.

    The plaintiff’s primary liability

expert was Dr. Antoni Nargol, an

orthopedist of worldwide acclaim on

hip replacement issues, Leeds,

England.  If Morrow prevailed at

trial he sought his medical bills of

$293,693 and $2.5 million for pain

and suffering.

    Nicholls defended the case and

conceded there was no dispute the

hip replacement failed.  He

explained however that his surgical

technique and recommendation of a

DePuy component were within the

standard of care, Morrow being a

good candidate for the procedure. 

The defense expert was Dr. Ernest

Eggers, Orthopedics, Louisville. 

Nicholls also played the deposition

of David Langdon, New York, a key

expert for Morrow who had

implicated DePuy’s product.

    Morrow is no stranger to litigation

– in fact he is a named plaintiff in

important Kentucky jurisprudence in

the law of wrongful use of civil

proceedings.  He was sued in 1992

for malpractice.  The case went

nowhere and he later sued Brown

Todd & Heyburn (the precursor to

Frost Brown Todd) and alleged

wrongful use of civil proceedings. 

The trial court granted summary

judgment and was affirmed at the

Court of Appeals.  Kentucky’s

Supreme Court reversed in 1997,

Graves wrote for the court that there

were facts disputes and the matter

was reversed.  It is not clear if there

was ever a trial.  If there was a trial,

the KTCR didn’t know about it. 

Morrow v. Brown Todd & Heyburn, 975

S.W.2d 722 (1997).

    That history aside, this case was

resolved on the first question that

asked if Nicholls had violated the

reasonably competent orthopedist

standard.  The jury answered by a 9-

3 count that he had not.  That ended

the deliberations and the case is

closed.  As the case was tried the jury

had a number of questions – Judge

Ishmael (without explanation and in

a bizarre move), sealed the questions.

Medical Negligence - The

plaintiff (an expectant mother) and

her infant daughter (19 weeks in-

utero) died from a urinary infection

that spread to her blood – in this

lawsuit her estate blamed her Ob-

Gyn for failing to intervene in a

timely fashion when she presented

to the hospital with abdominal pain

– the estates prevailed, the jury

awarding significant consortium

awards including for the father’s

interest in the death of the in-utero

daughter despite a viability

challenge by the doctor

Butler v. Segal, 11-3797   

Plaintiff: David B. Gray, Goldberg & 

Simpson, Prospect and Chris

Meinhart, Meinhart Smith & Manning,

Louisville

Defense: Gerald R. Toner and Joshua 

W. Davis, O’Bryan Brown & Toner,

Louisville

Verdict: $7,440,000 for plaintiffs 

assessed 40% to the defendant

Court: Jefferson, J. Edwards, 

4-17-14

    Jessica Butler, age 27 and working

in public relations at the Masonic

Home, was pregnant in early 2010

with her second child.  Dr. James

Segal, Ob-Gyn, had delivered her son

(Max) a year before.  She returned to

Segal for prenatal care.  Her

pregnancy was mostly uneventful

through May of 2010 except for a

pyelonephritis (kidney infection)

complication.

    That status changed on 6-1-10

when Jessica’s husband (Nathan)

drove her to the ER at Baptist

Hospital East.  At this time she was

19 weeks pregnant with a little girl

who would be named Avalyn.

    Jessica felt very ill upon her

presentation at the hospital and was

complaining of abdominal pain.  The

hospital nurses evaluated her and

believed she was suffering a urinary

tract infection.  They consulted with

Segal (Jessica was not seen by a

doctor) and he concurred with the

diagnosis.  Jessica was given an

antibiotic, pain medication and


